
Knowledge and Money 

Knowledge 

 Knowledge is the awareness of a fact or a situation. It is a rich and 

a unique possession that cannot be stolen or plundered. 

Knowledge doesn't decrease when it is given. In fact, knowledge is 

power. Those who have a wide-range of knowledge and 

experience can capture power and influence. The possession of 

knowledge gives them a distinct advantage over the semi 

educated people. 

 Education is more important without education, you are nothing. 

Education is where it all begins. It’s where you learn your inner 

talents, it’s the creativity that flows from you. You cannot do 

anything without education.When the nation gives more 

importance to the education it progress well otherwise it looses 

its progress and eventually the money and related positions 

 Knowledge is power suppose we going to hit by an asteroid, 

money cannot help us from the danger. But it is our knowledge 

that predicts us from danger. Many children go to work because 

of gaze to money. They do not understand that education can 

bring them more sum of money than they get. It is the knowledge 

that has invented a computer not money. 

 We remember those who contributed their knowledge to the 

world, based on which new inventions and discoveries are being 

made. We always remember those person.Most fields want 

people who are smart, independent and bring out ideas with the 

knowledge they have gained in their younger ages. 



 Knowledge forming an integral part of a person, there is no 

reason to worry aboutany securityissues .Knowledge gives self-

reliance and self-belief. 

Money 

 Every human needs food, requires shelter, clothing etc. Each 

person must earn in order to fulfil their necessities.Freedom from 

insecurity by physical treasure (money), protecting it is an issue. 

 Many young people marry for money rather than love. 

Materialism influences education, too. Students acquire 

knowledge not for its own sake, but for a bigger wage. 

 Students choose business courses rather than liberal arts for the 

sake of earning big money in the future. 

 Everything in modern society is based on money. As the saying 

goes, money makes the world go around. Security is more 

important than happiness. 

 Wealthy nations can succeed by offering their poorer talented 

neighbors bigger salaries.People are trained to be acquisitive from 

an early age and are not considered successful unless they make 

good money. 

 

 

 

 


